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➔ Surfer, backcountry skier 

➔ CTO, co-founder Banzai Cloud

➔ Former CTO, co-founder SequenceIQ 

◆ Acquired by Hortonworks 

➔ Open source developer

➔ Highly interested in scheduling, distributed systems

➔ Not particularly interested in Big Data 

➔ Cloud Native evangelist

➔ CNCF and Kubernetes Meetup organizer
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➔ Virtual machines

◆ All started in the 60s

◆ Productized by VMWare in the 90s (98)

◆ Open source kicked in - hypervisors everywhere

● Xen (2003)

● KVM (2.6.20) (2007)

➔ Public clouds

◆ A whole new industry created by AWS (many still fail to adapt) (2006)

◆ Today cloud is a “commodity” and a $411B business

➔ Containers

◆ LXC, Docker 2008, 2013

◆ Need for orchestration (and more)

● Kubernetes  (mid 2014)

* Forbes - https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/10/18/cloud-computing-market-projected-to-reach-411b-by-2020

Since you are here 

A bit of history (of disruptions)

*Forbes - https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/10/18/cloud-computing-market-projected-to-reach-411b-by-2020/



➔ Beside CxO’s new buzzword  (even on earning calls)

➔ Container orchestration at scale

➔ One common runtime fabric - everywhere. All applications.
◆ Cloud - tightly integrated with all providers

◆ Bare metal / on-prem

◆ Hybrid environments - federated clusters

➔ Built in service discovery and autoscaling

➔ Resources, persistent storage, network, security - first class citizens 

➔ Resource management, bin packing

➔ Application centric (iterate fast) - batch, streaming, ad-hoc, whatever

➔ Claim based - think upside down and pluggable
◆ Forces us to think in required resources, not infrastructures

The gravity of Kubernetes 

So what is K8s



➔ Drive Current state -> Desired state

➔ Act independently

➔ APIs
◆ No shortcuts

◆ Backdoors

◆ Contract for everything

➔ Observed state is truth

➔ This is a recurring pattern everywhere in the system 

➔ Example: ReplicationController

I “state” this 

Control (reconciliation) loops



More on claim based stuff 



Something’s wrong here 

Again

Hadoop 3.x stack Kubernetes

Resource types GPU GPU,
FPGA, NIC, Infiniband, 

device plugins

Services  Just search topology ... Native 

Storage Erasure coding, Ozone, 
Governance

Container storage 
interface

Network Uh, uh Container network 
interface

Applications YARN apps (?) Agnostic



➔ Scheduled natively by Kubernetes

➔ Real microservices, scale what you need, observability, all the benefits of K8s

➔ CI/CD support - from code to cluster in 2-3 minutes 

➔ tl;dr:  https://banzaicloud.com/tags/spark/

Spark on Kubernetes 

https://banzaicloud.com/tags/spark/


Spark on Kubernetes: Deep dive

➔ Spark Driver - this is the component where the execution of Spark application 

starts. It’s responsible for creating actionable tasks from the Spark application it 

executes; manages and coordinates the executors.

➔ Executor - the component responsible for executing tasks

➔ External Shuffle Service - used only when dynamic executor scaling is enabled. 

The external shuffle service is responsible for persisting shuffle files beyond the 

lifetime of the executors, allowing the number of executors to scale up and 

down without losing computation.

➔ Resource Staging Server(RSS) - only used when the compiled code of the 

Spark application is hosted locally on the machine where the ‘spark-submit’ is 

issued. Also used when dependencies of the Spark application are located on 

the local machine. These locally hosted files are made available to Spark Driver 

and Executor inside K8S via this component.



Spark on Kubernetes: Deep dive

➔ The scheduler keeps track of the expected to total number of executors.

➔ In the same time the scheduler keeps track the number of executor pods that 

it requested already from Kubernetes.

➔ Tracks number of executors that actually registered with the driver. 

➔ The scheduler runs with a periodicity of spark.kubernetes.allocation.batch.delay 

(if not specified defaults to 1 second).



Spark on Kubernetes: Monitoring

➔ Prometheus is an open source monitoring and alerting system

➔ Part of the official Cloud Native Computing Foundation project so every 

Kubernetes related component is using/will use Prometheus for monitoring and 

alerting

➔ Spark has no out of the box support for Prometheus

➔ We added support for publishing metrics to Prometheus

◆ PR: https://github.com/apache/spark/pull/19775

➔ Externalized Prometheus sink: https://github.com/banzaicloud/spark-metrics

◆ Future work: expose it as Spark package

https://github.com/apache/spark/pull/19775
https://github.com/banzaicloud/spark-metrics


Spark 2.3 on Kubernetes

➔ Officially running Spark workloads natively on Kubernetes was 

introduced in Apache Spark 2.3

◆ Only a subset of the features from the spark-on-k8s fork were 

migrated into Apache Spark 2.3

◆ There is no resource staging server

◆ No support for dynamic allocation



➔ Support to run the Spark interpreter on Kubernetes

➔ Scheduled natively by Kubernetes

➔ CI/CD support - from notebook code to cluster

➔ tl;dr:  https://banzaicloud.com/tags/zeppelin/

Zeppelin on Kubernetes 

https://banzaicloud.com/tags/zeppelin/


Zeppelin running Spark on  Kubernetes

Couple of changes required:

➔ Direct communication with K8S API, allowing service creation, 

watching for driver pod events 

➔ Connecting to RemoteInterpreterServer through a K8S service, 

instead of directly connecting using a callback mechanism, for better 

resiliency

➔ Uploading RemoteInterpreterServer and its dependencies to RSS

Related PR https://github.com/apache/zeppelin/pull/2637 

https://github.com/apache/zeppelin/pull/2637


Zeppelin running Spark on  Kubernetes

➔ The flow is nearly identical with standard Spark on K8S flow, just that 

Zeppelin launches RemoteInterpreterServer with spark-submit

➔ Watches for Driver pod to be created

➔ Creates a K8S service

➔ Connects to RemoteInterpreterServer
➔ Starts all Spark interpreters



Kafka on Kubernetes 

                

➔ No need for Zookeeper, K8s has etcd (one    

word - speed and linearizability)

➔ Autoscaling based on metrics, queue depth, 

failover - all K8s first class building blocks

➔ Operator

➔ tl;dr:  https://banzaicloud.com/tags/kafka/

https://banzaicloud.com/tags/zeppelin/


Zookeeper vs Etcd

Programming 
Language

Go Java

Consensus Algorithm Raft ZAB(Zookeeper Atomic 
Broadcast)

Trusted by Kubernetes Hadoop Ecosystem

Maintainability Easy Hard



➔ Overspending in the cloud is $10B/year

➔ Let application/workload define the infrastructure

➔ Use heterogeneous clusters

➔ Leverage Kubernetes nodepools 

➔ tl;dr:  https://banzaicloud.com/tags/hollowtrees/

Infrastructure on Kubernetes 

https://banzaicloud.com/tags/zeppelin/


Key takeaways 


